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The photosynthetic reaction center of the purple non-sulfur
bacteriumBlastochlorisViridis was the first integral membrane
protein whose structure was determined to atomic resolution.1 Upon
excitation by light, an electron is donated by a special pair (P) of
bacteriochlorophyll molecules, eventually arriving at the terminal
electron acceptor QB. The special pair is rereduced by a set of four
hemes within a tightly bound cytochrome subunit, which are
distinguished by their absorption maxima and redox potentials. The
order of proximity for the four hemes is: P,c559 (+380 mV),c552

(+20 mV), c556 (+320 mV),c554 (-60 mV).2

We have previously used time-resolved crystallography to
investigate a proposed structural change in theB. Viridis reaction
center.3 No large-scale motions were apparent in the experimental
difference Fourier map; in particular, no motion of the secondary
acceptor QB was observed. To test this result further, a freeze-
trapping experiment has been performed inB. Viridis. While the
position of QB is unchanged, difference Fourier maps do show
significant changes correlated to cofactor function.

Reaction centers were prepared as previously described.3 No
specific chemical oxidation or reduction was performed during
purification so as to alter the redox state of the bound cytochrome.
Absorption spectra (Figure S1) show that all but the highest potential
heme (c559) are mostly oxidized. Reaction centers were crystallized
under standard conditions4 and transiently soaked in a sucrose
cryobuffer similar to that previously used to freeze crystals for EPR
analysis.5

Three datasets were measured from two crystals. The first crystal
was frozen in darkness and a dataset collected, and then a further
dataset was collected under continuous illumination at 100 K. This
illumination regime should probe the statec559

+QA
-, since electron

transfer to QB does not occur for samples frozen in darkness.6 The
second crystal was illuminated with a single flash from a Xenon
flash lamp and immediately frozen, and then a dataset was collected
in the dark. This crystal should exist in the charge-separated state
during freezing, as charge recombination of thec559

+QB
- state is

slow.7 Since charge recombination can still occur at 100 K,
however, data collection should probe the charge-neutral state.

The dark dataset was collected from 90 images with 5-s exposure
per image, the low-temperature illumination dataset from a further
90 images with 20-s exposure per image, and the flash-freeze dataset
collected from 135 images with 30 s per image. The radiation dose
for the dark dataset was estimated by the programRADDOSE8 to
be 8× 105 Gy with the ratio of doses in the three datasets being
1:5:9.

Figure 1 shows the difference Fourier map for the first crystal
(low-temperature illumination). While it is not possible to compare
the absolute scale of different maps, all had maximum and minimum
electron density ratios similar to the rms electron density ratio of

6:1, with the exception of the difference map for low-temperature
illumination (Figure 1b), whose strongest features extend to-9σ.

The significant differences observed in Figure 1b are the result
of radiation damage. This damage is not distributed evenly
throughout the protein, however, but localized on specific suscep-
tible groups.10 The most significant features in the difference
between the dark and low-temperature illuminated dataset lie in a
cluster at the interface of the L, M, and H subunits (Figure S2),
between the QB site and the protein surface where a channel of
ordered water leads from the QB site to the cytoplasm.10 In
particular, a-9σ peak occurs to Glu M234, which occupies a
position in B. Viridis similar to Glu H122 in theRhodobacter
sphaeroidesRC, at the bifurcation point of the water channel.
Electrostatic calculations inB. Viridis suggest that a cluster of
glutamic acid residues including Glu M234 contains 1 to 2 protons
in the pH range 5-11.11 Hence, the susceptibility of Glu M234 to
radiation damage illustrates its position of physiological relevance
for proton transfer to QB.

The difference Fourier map for the flash-frozen crystal is
qualitatively different to both the dark and low-temperature
illumination datasets (Figure 1c,d). This reflects the lower resolution
of the flash-frozen dataset and the systematic and random errors
between the two crystals. The most significant difference between
the low-temperature illumination and the freeze-trapping difference
Fourier map is that, in the flash-frozen crystal, the damage in the
water channel to QB is much reduced in magnitude relative to
specific changes observed on the two distal hemes. This difference
is retained, albeit at lower magnitude, in the difference between
the two light datasets (Figure 1d). However, an inverse of
differences observed in Figure 1b is not observed in Figure 1d.

Figure 2 shows the nature of the specific damage to the hemes.
Three features are seen at 5σ on the two most distal hemes,c554

andc556, a negative feature adjacent to the iron, and positive features
on the proximal histidine ligand and on the distal side of the
porphyrin ring.

We propose that these changes are due to radiation-induced
reduction of the distal hemes, which causes a small rearrangement
due to strengthening of the Met-Fe bond.12 The two distal hemes,
which have solution midpoint potentials of-60 mV (c554) and 320
mV (c556), were both initially oxidized. The highest potential heme
c559 is reduced in the sample, and hence no features are seen;
although reduction of the low potential hemec552 may occur, its
proximal and distal ligands are identical, and thus no overall
rearrangement is observed.

Why is the distribution of radiation damage different between
the flash-frozen crystal and that collected under low temperature
illumination? Although they may merely be artifacts of the lower
resolution in the flash-frozen dataset, we believe the differences
reflect the reorganization of protein and ordered water in the protein
to accommodate the appearance of a negative charge at QB. Such
reorganization is free to occur in the second crystal that exists in
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the charge-separated state prior to freezing but not in the first crystal
that was frozen prior to generation of the charge-separated state.
Specifically, the protons in the acidic cluster, which may be
converted into hydrogen atom radicals by the X-ray beam, are
redistributed in the charge-separated state toward the QB site.

In the absence of a large motion accompanying electron transfer
from QA to QB,3,13 the rearrangement of acidic residues in response
to the appearance of negative charge on QA is a plausible
“conformational gate”.14 Future studies of crystals frozen under
conditions to specifically poise the cytochrome subunit in different
redox states and collection of data with specific radiation doses

will allow more accurate determination of the extent of structural
rearrangements due to electron transfer within this biological system.
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Figure 1. (a) Protein surface of PRC colored by subunits C (green), L (yellow), M (red) and H (blue), and cofactors. Difference Fourier maps for (b)
low-temperature illumination vs dark, (c) flash-frozen vs dark, and (d) flash-frozen vs low-temperature illumination. Number of reflections in common:
87,826 (dark and low temp. illum.), 43,991 (dark and flash-freeze) and 42,625 (low temp. illum. and flash-freeze. Phases obtained from a model following
simulated annealing and deletion of atoms near significant features. Difference amplitudes weighted by their relative error.9

Figure 2. Difference Fourier map of the four hemes within the cytochrome
subunit for the flash-frozen dataset. Contours at(3.5σ (red -ve, blue+ve)
and(5σ (magenta-ve, cyan+ve).
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